
8th Grade Road Map  

Priorities: 
Introducing team attack and team defense 

Solid foundational stick work  
FUN 

Road map:  
Part 1:  STICK SKILLS  

Stick work is established in beginning of season and continually reinforced.  
Catching/throwing, cradling, and ground balls.  

Establish proper checking and protecting the ball.  

Part 2:  INDIVIDUAL SKILLS  
Review 1v1 defense positioning; review dodging/shooting on attack  

Part 3:  TEAM SKILLS  
Introduce team defense, then team attack  

May begin with 10 min “chalk talks” and walk-throughs to establish key concepts  

Part 4:  Sprinkle in draws, the clear/transition, and the ride — when you see 
applicable  

Goals 
Individual goals:  
- Ability to cradle through traffic 
- Proficient with dominant and non-dominant hand  
- Total confidence cradling and protecting the ball  
- Proficient in long-passes  

Team attack: 
- Understanding 52 or 412 attack set-up 

- Tool: see attack folder for motions 
- Understanding idea of “3 seconds lacrosse” - moving the ball quickly 

- Tool:  play 5v5 where the coach counts out loud, and if an attacker holds for more than 
3 seconds, the ball is turned over to defense! 



- Ability to create plays through give and goes, clearing through for a drive, and cutters 
- Mindful attack movement 

- Do not have your feet planted if you do not have the ball
- Do not run towards your teammate with the ball — bringing your defender with you as a 

possible double team 
- How to cut into free space to lose your defense 

- Tool:  popping away from your defender, away from the 8 meter to ask for the ball

Team defense: 
- CLEAR and established defensive communication - “got ball,” “got help”

- Tool: see “defensive language” folder 
- Knowing both where your mark is and where the ball is
- Understanding how to: 

- Double team / be help defense during a drive 
- Slide if your teammate double teams 
- Recover after crashing (double teaming) once the ball is stopped 

- Understanding that marking a certain player may change throughout the defensive set
- Established positioning: staying goal side of your mark

Midfield 
- Understand how to take the draw with right and left hand (many right-handed players take it 

lefty!) 
- Understand “the ball moves faster than our feet” — to pass the ball in transition 

RULES
- Players should have a solid understanding of: 
- Shooting space 
- 3 seconds 
- Legal checking 

Key Points 
- We should continue teaching stick work concepts — that being said, make 

sure the instructional part is concise and then they are applying stick work in 
game situations. 

- Find games for their stick work so that the first 15 min is 
partner passing instructional, and then they are diving into game-situational 
stick work (even if it is passing on the move)


